Predictive logistic regression models are commonly used to make informed decisions related to wildlife management and conservation, such as predicting favourable wildlife habitat for land conservation objectives and predicting vital rates for use in population models. Frequently, models are developed for use in the same population from which sample data were obtained, and thus, they are intended for internal use within the same population. Before predictions from logistic regression models are used to make management decisions, predictive ability should be validated. We describe a process for conducting an internal model validation, and we illustrate the process of internal validation using logistic regression models for predicting the number of successfully breeding wolf packs in six areas in the US northern Rocky Mountains. We start by defining the major components of accuracy for binary predictions as calibration and discrimination, and we describe methods for quantifying the calibration and discrimination abilities of a logistic regression model. We also describe methods for correcting problems of calibration and future predictive accuracy in a logistic regression model. We then show how bootstrap simulations can be used to obtain unbiased estimates of prediction accuracy when models are calibrated and evaluated within the same population from which they were developed. We also show how bootstrapping can be used to assess coverage rates and recalibrate the endpoints of confidence intervals for predictions from a logistic regression model, to achieve nominal coverage rates. Using the data on successfully breeding wolf packs in the northern Rocky Mountains, we validate that predictions from a model developed with data specific to each of six analysis areas are better calibrated to each population than a global model developed using all data simultaneously. We then use shrinkage of model coefficients to improve calibration and future predictive accuracy for the area-specific model, and recalibrate confidence interval endpoints to provide better coverage properties. Following this validation, managers can be confident that logistic regression predictions will be reliable in this situation, and thus that management decisions will be based on accurate predictions.
make predictions. Numerous applications of predictive logistic models are related to wildlife habitat, such as predicting favourable habitat for species (Mladenoff et al. 1995 , O'Brien et al. 2005 , predicting critical habitat for endangered species (Turner et al. 2004) , and predicting species occurrence (Scott et al. 2002) . Other common applications include estimating vital rates for use in predictive models of population dynamics (White 2000, Williams et al. 2002:143-161 and 343-347) .
Applications of logistic models include making predictions about future observations from the same study area or study population. Using models generated with historical data to predict future events can be problematic. Though models may fit historical data well, future circumstances may not be sufficiently similar to allow for reliable predictions from the logistic model. A danger also exists that a model is overfit, which leads to biased predictions :60-64, Randin et al. 2006 . Furthermore, nothing assures that estimates of uncertainty for model predictions will accurately reflect uncertainty in the future. The ability of logistic regression models to make good predictions should be evaluated before they are used in practice. Otherwise, such models may lead to biased predictions and misguided management decisions.
Fitting a model to data to estimate parameters and test hypotheses about processes that may account for observed patterns in a data set differs fundamentally from developing a model intended to make accurate predictions about the future (Copas 1983) . To determine reliability of a model for making predictions with new data, an unbiased evaluation is needed to determine the prediction error rate, and identify shortcomings in a model that lead to poor predictions (Miller et al. 1991) . When this type of evaluation is conducted for a model that will be used to make predictions for the same population from which it was developed, the process is called internal validation (Harrell et al. 1996) .
In our paper, we describe a process for internally validating a predictive logistic regression model, and illustrate the process with an example based on the estimation of successfully breeding wolf packs (BP) in the northern Rocky Mountains (NRM; Mitchell et al. 2008) . A wolf BP has been legally defined as at least two adult wolves and two pups from the same pack that survive until December 31 of the year of reproduction (USFWS 1994) . Mitchell et al. (2008) developed logistic regression models designed to estimate the number of BPs in the NRM based on the sizes of wolf packs, using data collected through intensive monitoring from 1981 to 2005. Recovery criteria for wolves in the NRM require monitoring BPs (USFWS 1994) . The capacity to monitor the number of BPs intensively is expected to diminish after federal delisting due to reduced funding in state wildlife agencies, so these models were developed to assist wolf managers in predicting the number of BPs in the NRM using more easily obtained information on pack sizes. Mitchell et al. (2008) found that the relationship between pack size and the probability of a pack containing a BP varied across six analysis areas within NRM, and was influenced by levels of human-caused mortality and wolf population dynamics unique to each area. Mitchell et al. (2008) argued that a global model that made use of all data from all areas to develop a predictive equation would not predict the number of BPs accurately across the NRM. The logistic BP models which they developed were fit to historical data and were intended to make predictions for the same population using future data. However, the relative predictive abilities of area-specific and global models were only evaluated using the same data that were used to develop the models, and the predictive ability of the models was not validated. We conducted an internal validation of the predictive abilities of the models presented in Mitchell et al. (2008) . Mitchell et al. (2008) developed two predictive logistic regression models for estimating the number of BPs in each of six areas when the number and size of wolf packs in those areas are known. One of these models uses a common intercept and slope term to estimate the number of BP (global model), while the other uses intercept and slope terms unique to each area to estimate the number of BP (area-specific model, Table 1 , Fig. 1 ). Both of these models can be used to rank the relative probabilities that multiple wolf packs are BPs, and to estimate the total number of wolf BPs in an area,T, using:
Methods

Example context
where n i is the number of wolf packs of a given size (for i i four wolves in order to meet the legal BP definition),p i is the predicted probability that a pack of size i is a BP from the logistic model, and the summation is over all observed pack sizes greater than three wolves. The confidence interval (CI) estimators for probabilities that wolf packs are BPs presented in Mitchell et al. (2008) used the standard normal method as an approximation for binomial data on the logit scale, then back-transformed CI endpoints to the probability (0-1) scale. This method is known to have coverage rates that do not match the 100*(1 -a) nominal coverage rate, where a is defined as the type I error rate, particularly for estimated probabilities closer to 0 and 1 than to 0.5 (Jennings 1987) . However, we chose to evaluate this method because Mitchell et al. (2008) recommended its use with the BP estimators.
The model must be able to discriminate among packs with high and low probabilities of being a BP, have well-calibrated predicted probabilities across the range of predictions, and have CIs for the number of BPs in each area with accurate endpoints. In this case, two CIs are relevant. The two-sided 95% CI will provide a standard and interpretable measure of overall precision in the estimate for each area. One-sided 95% lower CIs can be used for management purposes to provide a level of confidence as to whether management activities have reduced the number of wolf BPs below recovery criteria, given uncertainty in the point estimates. If the number of BPs is reduced below recovery criteria, management authority for wolves will be transferred from state agencies to the federal government. Mitchell et al. (2008) recommended that the areaspecific model be used for prediction rather than the global model. We quantified the merits of this recommendation based on validation of predictive abilities of the two models. Our validation consisted of three steps: 1) choosing between global and areaspecific models based on prediction accuracy in each analysis area, 2) improving calibration and predictive ability of the selected model across the range of predicted probabilities, and 3) calibration of the CI endpoints of the selected model to match desired coverage rates.
Internal validation of logistic models
Our method for internally validating the accuracy of predictive logistic regression models consists of five steps (Fig. 2) . The first two steps are aimed at estimating two different measurements of accuracy, calibration and discrimination, and the next three steps involve correcting for bias in estimates of accuracy, improving accuracy, and improving confidence interval coverage rates.
Accuracy of point estimates from logistic models can be divided conceptually into calibration and discrimination. Calibration describes whether predicted probabilities are too high or too low relative to true population values, whereas discrimination refers to the correct relative ranking of predicted probabilities (Justice et al. 1999 , Pearce & Ferrier 2000 . For example, a perfectly calibrated model might predict a survival probability of 0.2 for a given animal when 0.2 of the animals in the population with the Table 1 . Estimated model coefficients and SEs for global and area-specific predictive logistic regression models presented in Mitchell et al. (2008) . Model parameters are on the logit scale and were estimated using maximum likelihood. Idaho was used as the reference area for generating the global model and area-specific models. Parameter estimates for area-specific models other than Idaho represent adjustments to the intercept and slope for the Idaho reference model, e.g. the model for NW Montana would be (-0.90 -1.19 )+((0.38+0.10) * pack size). SW Montana-CIEPA refers to the Central Idaho Experimental Population Area, as it overlaps into Montana. SW Montana-GYEPA refers to the Greater Yellowstone Experimental Population Area, as it overlaps into Montana.
Parameter
Analysis area
Global model 
Reference slope, pack size Idaho 0.43 0.06 0.38 0.11 same characteristics actually survive. The same model might be poorly calibrated at higher predicted probabilities if it predicts a survival probability of 0.9 for a given animal when 0.5 of the animals in the population with the same characteristics actually survive. This model would, however, have accurate discrimination ability as higher probabilities of survival are predicted for animals with higher observed survival rates. Methodologies for more precisely quantifying calibration and discrimination accuracy are described in the following.
Calibration
Methodology for assessing overall average calibration of a logistic model was introduced by Cox (1958) , and consists of developing a logistic model using one data set. Calibration of the model can be assessed using an independent data set of observed values. Cox (1958) suggested modeling the observed independent values as a function of their predicted values,p i , obtained by applying the fitted model to the independent data, using another logistic regression. The two estimated parameters in this model, b 0 Figure 1 . Predicted probabilities that a wolf pack contains a successful breeding pair (BP) in the northern Rocky Mountains. Predictions are from the global (dashed line, repeated on every panel) and area-specific (solid lines) models fit by maximum likelihood, as in Table 1 . The dot plots across the top and bottom of the panels represent the distribution and quantity of '1' and '0' data used to fit the models in each area, respectively. SW Montana-CIEPA and the SW Montana-GYEPA refer to the Central Idaho experimental population area and Greater Yellowstone experimental population area, respectively, as they overlap into Montana.
and b 1 , are useful as measures of calibration of the model to the independent data set, specifically to examine the hypothesis that the observed proportions in the independent data set are equal to the predicted probabilities from the original model (i.e. 2 -type tests have been developed to test the average calibration for logistic regression models (Hosmer & Lemeshow 2000:147-156) . These methods do not necessarily illustrate what range(s) of predicted probabilities have poor fit to the observed data (Hosmer & Lemeshow 2000:151) . An accurate fit to the data across the range of predicted probabilities from a logistic regression is often required, and the ranges of predicted probabilities and covariates for which the fit of the model poorly matches the observed data are of interest. Hosmer & Lemeshow (2000:167-186) provide diagnostic measures for the leverage of individual covariate patterns on model parameter estimates and goodness of fit statistics to identify covariate patterns that lead to poor model fit. Focusing instead on the calibration of predicted probabilities, Harrell et al. (1996) identify smoother functions on scatterplots of observed vs predicted probabilities as simple, graphical measures of the calibration of model predictions. One function that is readily available in many statistical packages is locally-weighted regression, the LOWESS smoother (Cleveland 1979 (Cleveland , 1981 . This function provides a visual representation of how well the predicted probabilities match the observed data. Because both average model calibration and adequate calibration across the range of predicted probabilities are necessary for predicting wolf BPs, we applied both the Cox method and a LOWESS smoother to assess calibration of the global and area-specific models for predicting wolf BPs. We used the Design package (Harrell 2005) If problems of calibration are identified using the Cox regression or the LOWESS smoother approaches, the analyst has several options for addressing the problems, including shrinkage of predictions. Shrinkage describes the degree to which a validation fit falls short of the original model fit (Copas 1983) , or equivalently the flattening of the predicted vs observed plot away from the ideal 45x line caused by overfitting (Harrell et al. 1996) . Overfitting is a characteristic common to maximum likelihood estimation, particularly for small data sets where estimated regression coefficients can be influenced by noise (Copas 1983 , van Houwelingen & Le Cressie 1990 . Overfitting refers to the problem of estimated regression coefficients that are too large, which causes model predictions to be too extreme for future data (Steyerberg et al. 2000) . Closely related to the concept of overfitting is the concept of regression to the mean, in which low predictions will be too low, high predictions will be too high, and predictions closer to the overall mean will be more accurate in future data (Efron & Morris 1977 . Overfitting of model parameters and regression to the mean can be addressed by 'shrinking' model coefficients toward zero (Hastie et al. 2003:55-75) .
For models containing multiple slope parameters, certain parameters can lead to poorer fit than others, and these parameters can be targeted for shrinkage more than others to improve predictive ability (Harrell 2001:64) . Penalized maximum likelihood estimation of model parameters is often used for this purpose, and it consists of adding a penalty term to the likelihood function relative to the size of the coefficients in the logistic model (Harrell 2001: 64) . Firth (1993 Firth ( , 2006 demonstrated that for logistic regression, this penalty is equivalent to Jeffreys (1946) invariant prior, and can be imposed iteratively in the maximization of the likelihood function, with larger penalties added to observations that have more influence. Because each observation has more influence on parameter estimates in smaller data sets, parameter estimates will be shrunken more when there are less data available. Prediction bias in maximum likelihood model estimates is highest in smaller data sets (Efron & Morris 1977 . Hence, the shrinkage method presented by Firth (1993) is commonly used to reduce prediction bias by shrinking model coefficients. The package brlr (Firth 2006) for R (R Development Core Team 2007) provides access to this method.
Discrimination
A widely accepted measure of discrimination ability of a predictive model is the c index (for concordance), which applies to predictions that are continuous, dichotomous, ordinal, and censored timeto-event outcome predictions (Harrell et al. 1996) . In binary cases, c is equivalent to the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which is a common method of measuring the predictive ability of logistic regression models (Harrell et al. 1996 , Fielding & Bell 1997 , Hosmer & Lemeshow 2000 . We used c to measure the discrimination ability of both the global and areaspecific models to predict wolf BPs. We used the Design package (Harrell 2005) in R 2.5.0 (R Development Core Team 2007) to conduct these analyses.
Unlike calibration, poor discrimination ability of a particular model cannot be corrected analytically. For this reason, discrimination ability should be a focus of predictive model selection (Harrell et al. 1984) . Hosmer & Lemeshow (2000:162 ) suggested a sensible model should have c>0.7, as c=0.5 is the discrimination ability that would be expected with random guessing.
Internal validation based on calibration and discrimination For assessing measures of calibration and discrimination, the apparent accuracy of the model measured by calculating accuracy measures on the exact data set that was used to develop the model, is overly optimistic even for new observations from the same population (Copas 1983 , Steyerberg et al. 2001 ). Several options for conducting an internal validation procedure have been developed and compared for logistic regression, including k-fold cross-validation, thejackknife, split-sample validationandbootstrapping (Lobo et al. 2008 , Verbyla & Litvaitis 1989 , Boyce et al. 2002 , Steyerberg et al. 2001 ). The most efficient procedure for logistic regression is bootstrapping, because it makes use of the full data set for training and testing models while providing estimates of prediction error with relatively low variability and minimal bias :95, Steyerberg et al. 2001 . The bootstrap validation algorithm consists of (Efron & Tibshirani 1993:248-249) : 1) Estimate the apparent predictive ability (A) using the original sample used to fit the model, 2) Draw B bootstrap samples from the original sample, 3) For each bootstrap sample, fit the model to the bootstrap sample and measure the apparent predictive ability (a), 4) Test the accuracy measure by applying the bootstrap model to the original sample and measuring the accuracy (t), 5) Calculate the optimism (o) in predictive ability for this bootstrap model as o= a -t, 6) Obtain a stable estimate of optimism as the mean optimism from the B bootstrap samples
and 7) Obtain an internally validated estimate of predictive accuracy by subtracting the estimated optimism from the apparent predictive ability: V=A -O. This algorithm can be used to internally validate any measure of model calibration or discrimination. For example, A might be defined as the intercept term in the Cox (1958) measure of calibration described above. Then, a and t would measure the same quantity in the individual bootstrap samples and the test (original) sample, o would measure the optimism in the models developed from the individual bootstrap samples, and O would measure the optimism of the model calibration, as measured by the intercept term in the Cox method, in the underlying population that generated the sample. Note that if this algorithm is used, the Cox (1958) and other measures of calibration or discrimination can be estimated without an independent data set. The bootstrap can also be used to estimate uncertainty in the internally validated estimate of predictive accuracy. For example, bootstrap percentile CIs (Efron & Tibshirani 1993:170-174) for V can be obtained by repeating the above algorithm in another bootstrap resampling process, and using the desired percentiles from the resulting distribution of O. In our example, we applied this bootstrap algorithm to validate measures of calibration and discrimination in each analysis area, including the Cox regression parameters, the LOWESS smoother, and c for both the global and area-specific models. We used the Design package (Harrell 2005) 
Assessing CI Coverage Rates
Probabilities predicted by logistic models are point estimates, with uncertainty commonly depicted using CI estimation. CIs provide a measure of certainty that a population value, m, falls in a range specified by the interval, I. Intervals are defined based on an acceptable level of error, a, such that Pr{m2 I}=1-a, where 100*(1 -a) defines the nominal coverage percent (Thompson 2002:29) . However, when a CI is calculated, actual coverage rates for the intervals may not be specified by 100* (1 -a) , as the CI endpoints can be biased. For standard normal CIs, this bias decreases at a rate of 1 ffiffi n p , where n is the sample size used to estimate the interval (Efron & Tibshirani 1993:187) .
A strategy for assessing actual coverage rates for CI estimators that includes both estimating and calibrating the accuracy of CI coverage rates makes use of the bootstrap. The desired probability characteristics of CI endpoints are
One-sided lower CI :
where h is the true population value,ĥ is the point estimator of that value, andĥ L andĥ U are estimators of the lower (L) and upper (U) CI endpoints for h. Based on these definitions, it may be possible to construct a CI using a value lla that gives the desired coverage rate with error level a (Efron & Tibshirani 1993:264) . Selection of l is accomplished with the following bootstrap algorithm (Efron & Tibshirani 1993:263-266 ): 1) Generate B bootstrap samples from the original sample, 2) Compute the l-level confidence point,ĥ Ã l ðbÞ, for a grid of l values that includes a for each bootstrap sample, 3) For each l, calculate the probability that h will be missed by the interval endpoint using
where C i =1 ifĥjĥ Ã l ðbÞ and C i =0 otherwise,ĥ is the estimated probability from the predictive logistic model, and the summation is over the B bootstrap samples, and 4) Find the value of l satisfying the desired level of error, a.
Note that because the range of values for l includes a, the results of the above algorithm also contain information about the calibration of the CI endpoint. If it is well calibrated, then the bootstrap algorithm will choose l=a. If the procedure for estimating CIs is not well calibrated, then a solution is offered for a correctly calibrated procedure. CIs with bias decreasing at a rate of 1 ffiffi n p that are calibrated using this procedure will have bias decreasing at a rate of 1 n (Efron & Tibshirani 1993:268) . In our example, following comparisons of the predictive accuracy of the global and area-specific models to predict wolf BPs and selection of one model to use for predictions with future data, we used this bootstrap algorithm to calibrate two-sided and one-sided lower CI endpoints for estimates of the number of BPs in each analysis area. We used the boot package (Canty & Ripley 2006) 
Results
Choosing between global and area-specific models The area-specific model and global models had similar internally validated discrimination ability according to the bootstrap validation algorithm (Fig.  3) . In general, c ranged within 0.7-0.8 for both models. This indicates acceptable discrimination ability for both models (Hosmer & Lemeshow 2000:162) . Bootstrap validation indicated that the ranges of predicted probabilities by both the global and area- specific models, as indexed by the Cox regression slope, were similar and close to 1 in each area, suggesting good calibration (Fig. 4) . However, the range of predicted probabilities in one area in SW Montana was too narrow under the global model, as indicated by a slope >1 in the Cox regression. Bootstrap validation indicated that overall calibration of the area-specific model, as measured by the Cox regression intercept term estimate, was generally closer to 0 than the estimates for the global model (Fig. 5 ). The global model had overall predicted probabilities that were considerably too low for Idaho (intercept>0) and considerably too high (intercept<0) for the two areas in SW Montana.
Calibration of selected predictive model
The internally validated scatterplot smoother of the observed vs predicted probabilities showed that Idaho, NW Montana and Yellowstone NP had remarkably well-calibrated model predictions from the area-specific model (Fig. 6 ). There were ranges of the data that were not well-calibrated in the Greater Yellowstone Experimental Population Area in SW Montana and Wyoming (see Fig. 6 ). Finally, although model predictions seemed well-calibrated to observations in the Central Idaho Experimental Population Area in SW Montana, sample sizes for model development were small, increasing concerns about regression to the mean for future predictions (see Fig. 6 ). Penalized maximum likelihood shrinkage resulted in many model predictions that were closer to the ideal 45x line in the two SW Montana and the Wyoming areas (Fig. 7) , and smaller model parameter estimates (Table 2 ). Some of the higher predicted probabilities in these areas were also shrunken to lower values, which were closer to the global mean predictions and further from the ideal 45x line, consistent with regression to the mean (see Fig. 7 ). This pattern was more evident in the SW Montana areas than in the Wyoming area. Shrunken model predictions in the Idaho, NW Montana, and Yellowstone NP closely matched the maximum likelihood estimates for these areas (see Fig. 7 ).
Calibration of CI endpoints CI coverage rates for both the two-sided and onesided lower CI on predicted probabilities from the shrunken, area-specific model were higher than the nominal rates using the standard normal procedure from Mitchell et al. (2008) . This is illustrated by the bootstrap procedure identifying that l>a is necessary to provide nominal coverage rates for all three CI points (see Table 2 , Fig. 8 ). For the one-sided lower and two-sided upper CI endpoints, l was approximately 2-3 times larger than the desired a level, while for the two-sided lower CI endpoint, l was approximately 3-5 times larger than the desired a level (see Table 2 ). 
Discussion
We have described and demonstrated procedures for validating a logistic model that will be used to make predictions in the future for the same underlying population that generated the sample data. An accurate predictive logistic model is one that is able to discriminate between high and low probability observations,onethatproducespredictedprobabilities close to the observed probabilities in the population, and one that has accurate measures of uncertainty. In our example, we were able to show that an area-specific model for estimating wolf BPs in the NRM had superior accuracy compared to a global model. Mitchell et al. (2008) recommended that area-specific models be used to make predictions about the BP probabilities in each area, because the processes that generated the data in each area were too different to be captured by a global model. Our analysis reinforced this recommendation in that the predictions from the area-specific model are better calibrated to the populations in each area than are the predictions from the global model. In both models, the only predictor of BP status for wolf Figure 6 . Internally validated calibration for the area-specific model presented in Mitchell et al. (2008) , as measured by a LOWESS smoother on a scatterplot of observed vs predicted values. The rug plots across the top of the figures show the distribution and quantities of data used to fit the model in each area. The dotted line is the apparent calibration curve (fit by the LOWESS smoother), and the solid line is the bias-corrected calibration curve (i.e. validated calibration curve). The dashed line is the ideal 45-degree line.
packs was the size of individual packs. In the areaspecificmodel,theestimatedrelationshipwasunique to each analysis area, whereas in the global model, the estimated relationship was the same in every analysis area. Mitchell et al. (2008) discussed other biological variables that likely influenced the relationship between BP and pack size in each analysis area. Therefore, there may be more complex models that would further improve the predictive accuracy, because they would more fully capture the biological processes in each area. When and if these models are developed,themethodspresentedinthispapercould be used to validate their predictive accuracy. The purpose of our paper was not to develop or evaluate more complex, biological-process based models. It was rather to demonstrate and apply a method for evaluating the predictive accuracy of existing models, when these models are to be used to make decisions for wildlife conservation and management programs. Further, through detailed investigation of area-specific model calibration, shrinkage of model coefficients, and recalibration of the CI a- level, the area-specific predictive model was changed substantially from the model that was estimated by maximum likelihood procedures.
Despite the superiority of the area-specific model, there were still some predictions that were not well calibrated to the observed probabilities in some areas. Model predictions were also based on a small amount of data (<50 observations) for some areas. The greatest of these problems, and therefore the largest amount of shrinkage in the penalized maximum likelihood model coefficients, were in the areas with the least data in SW Montana. Overfitting and regression to the mean with maximum likelihood estimation are most likely in small data sets (Efron & Morris 1977 ,Steyerberg et al. 2000 . Whilesome predictions for the Wyoming data were also corrected in the penalized maximum likelihood shrinkage procedure, these data still showed substantial deviations from the ideal 45x line of observed vs predicted probabilities. This likely occurred because the penalized maximum likelihood model had similar assumptions as the maximum likelihood model, in that a logistic equation was estimated to represent the process generating the observations. Mitchell et al. (2008) assumed that the process generating the observed BP data was a smooth logistic function of pack size. Small packs in Wyoming, however, contained more BPs than were predicted by the logistic models and large packs contained fewer BPs than were predicted. This suggests that the relationship in Wyoming between pack size and the probability that a pack contains a BP is not well represented by Table 2 . Model coefficients and CI error rates (a) to achieve 95% nominal coverage, for the maximum likelihood and penalized maximum likelihood area-specific models to predict wolf BPs in the northern Rocky Mountains presented in Mitchell et al. (2008) . Model parameters are on the logit scale. Idaho was used as the reference area for generating the area-specific models. Parameter estimates for area-specific models other than Idaho represent adjustments to the intercept and slope for the Idaho reference model, e.g. the ML estimates for NW Montana would be (-0.90 -1.19 )+((0.38+0.10) * pack size). ML estimates=Maximum likelihood estimates with back-transformed, standard normal CIs. PML estimates=Penalized maximum likelihood estimates with calibrated back-transformed, standard normal CIs. SW Montana-CIEPA refers to the Central Idaho Experimental Population Area, as it overlaps into Montana. SW Montana-GYEPA refers to the Greater Yellowstone Experimental Population Area, as it overlaps into Montana.
Parameter
Management area 
Reference slope, pack size Idaho 0.38 0.36 a smooth logistic function, and perhaps a function more flexible than a logistic function might result in better predictions for this area. Whether or not a more flexible function would result in better predictions for these data depends on how unique these observations are to this data set, or conversely, how common such observations are in the underlying population.
In our example, we employed shrinkage to improve the predictive ability of the area-specific predictive model. Shrinkage methods are not panaceas that produce perfect predictions for inadequate models, but shrinkage estimation will produce more accurate predictions under the assumed model for future data within the same pack size range dealt with here (Copas 1983 , Firth 1993 . A feature of the shrinkage predictions in our example is that larger predicted probabilities were shrunken closer to the global mean predictions as compared to maximum likelihood model predictions, particularly in the areas with the fewest data. This occurred because of the generally higher predicted BP probabilities for packs in the size range of 8-13 animals in these areas. These predictions were shrunken to be closer to the mean predicted probabilities for these pack sizes, as represented by the global model. This illustrates how shrinkage predictions deal with the ubiquitous regression to the mean problem, in which observed probabilities in the future will be closer to the mean than what was observed in the data set at hand (Efron & Morris 1977 , Harrell et al. 1996 . Efron & Morris (1977) , White et al. (2002) , and others have identified that this is more common in small data sets due to higher sampling variances.
Actual coverage rates for CIs presented in Mitchell et al. (2008) were higher than the nominal rates that we were trying to achieve. This result is not surprising given that coverage rates for the CI procedure described in Mitchell et al. (2008) is known to have poor properties for predicted probabilities close to 0 and 1 (Jennings 1987) . Predicted probabilities close to 1 were present in every analysis area under the area-specific model.
The outcome of the internal validation which we conducted on the logistic models presented by Mitchell et al. (2008) was to maximize the utility of the area-specific model for making predictions with future data. We used shrinkage to help ensure that model predictions will be well calibrated to the observed proportions of packs that contain BPs, across the full range of pack sizes considered here. We have also made sure that the model can reliably predict packs that have high and low probabilities of containing BPs, and that estimates of uncertainty accurately reflect the true amount of uncertainty. This validation is no substitute, however, for evaluating and improving the models using data collected in the future to ensure the models are performing adequately. This would also serve to identify unanticipated situations in which the models might not work well. An assumption in our analysis is that historical observations used to generate the models and predictions from the models continue to apply to the same underlying populations. This assumption would be violated if the processes determining the relationship between pack size and the probability of a pack containing a BP changed in the future, resulting in differences between the wolf populations used to generate the models and those for which models are being used to make predictions. Disease outbreaks, major changes in prey density, and extensive hunting and trapping harvest are examples of processes that might influence the validity of this assumption. Evaluating model predictions using future data from a continued intensive monitoring program will help identify such problems. Model predictions can be re-evaluated and calibrated to match the new observations more closely using temporal validation procedures (Justice et al. 1999 , Altman & Royston 2000 . Further, the accuracy of the CI calibration we performed might diminish if the distribution of pack sizes changes. The normal approximation to the binomial CI has better coverage properties for predicted probabilities closer to 0.5 (Jennings 1987) . Therefore, if increased human-caused mortality following delisting results in smaller pack sizes, using a might result in better coverage rates than what we observed.
Management implications
Both the analyses of the example presented in our paper and the analysis methods themselves have implications for wildlife management. Our analysis of the models for estimating BPs presented by Mitchell et al. (2008) suggests that an area-specific model will provide robust and reliable estimates for the NRM wolf population into the future. We recommend that managers use the shrunken, areaspecific model to estimate the number of BP, and rank the relative probabilities that several packs are BPs, provided that the underlying wolf population can be considered the same population that was used to generate the model. To temporally validate this assumption, we recommend that the predictive accuracy of the model be evaluated as the intensive field-monitoring program continues in the near future. Further, we recommend that this assumption be evaluated as major changes in the population dynamics of wolves in these areas occur in the future, possibly resulting from disease outbreaks, major changes in prey density, extensive hunting and trapping harvest, or other factors.
More generally, the issues of prediction accuracy that arose in our example are the same issues that are faced by any prediction method that depends on statistical models. Some of the methods we have presented can be directly extended to other parametric as well as non-parametric predictive models (Hastie et al. 2002 , Hochachka et al. 2007 ). For example, the measures of discrimination we used can be applied to any prediction method for continuous, dichotomous, ordinal and time-to-event outcomes (Harrell et al. 1996) . The calibration concepts that we described were specific to ordinary logistic regression, but they can be applied to timeto-event predictions (Harrell 2001:493-494) and Resource Selection Functions (Johnson et al. 2006) with some modification. Other measures of model calibration also exist for linear regression (Harrell 2001: 91) and case-control sampling designs in logistic regression (Hosmer & Lemeshow 2000:248-250) . The bootstrap validation methods we used can be used for any prediction method that is based on data (Efron & Tibshirani 1993 :237-255, Harrell 2001 . However, when it is known that data will follow a particular parametric structure, estimation of prediction error and accuracy can be more efficiently achieved using covariance-based penalties rather than nonparametric, resampling-based optimism estimates (Efron 2004) . Such penalties include Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC), which is a tool for selecting the best predictive model from a set of alternative models (Akaike 1981) . These methods offer more accurate estimates of future predictive ability at the cost of more assumptions, which may be appropriate for some situations. Further, the accuracy of the covariance-based penalties is asymptotic, and these methods are subject to the many biases that can arise in small data sets collected under realistic field conditions. Conversely, the methods we have presented focus on a practical application of predictive models, and provide a solid basis to examine if a predictive model fit to real data will suffice for the purpose for which it was developed. If a model is to be used for predictive purposes related to wildlife management, we propose that a predictive logistic model selected using covariance penalties be evaluated with the methods we present here. Such efforts will enhance the credibility of management decisions, and more fundamentally will maximize the odds that decisions based on model predictions will achieve management goals.
